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It begins with a shower. Maybe it’s cluttered. 

Unorganized. Imperfect. But we make do.  

Day in, day out, we clumsily navigate around  

the hanging hazard that is a shower caddy,  

we contort our bodies to accommodate an  

unforgiving space when we shave, we cover  

our floors and ledges with shampoo and  

conditioner bottles. Why? Because it’s the  

way we’ve always showered. Your shower 

dance, the way you move and flow in your  

daily shower ritual, can be so much better. 

Introducing the Choreograph shower wall  

and accessory collection. Choreograph  

brings functionality and organization to an  

otherwise chaotic space. Every detail has  

been considered, from the shower walls in  

a range of colors, patterns and textures that  

can be customized to match your style, to  

the innovative storage solutions that will keep 

any shower organized, to a convenient seat  

that makes showering more comfortable.  

This collection presents possibilities that  

weren’t possible before—a shower you  

can choreograph to your movements in  

a shower dance all your own. 

The Shower Dance
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Choreograph your shower with Kohler. 

The new Choreograph™ shower wall and accessory 

collection from Kohler is a complete showering  

system that makes it easier than ever to organize  

your shower and create a space designed around  

you. The collection features shower walls in a range  

of colors, patterns and textures, innovative storage 

solutions that will keep any shower organized and 

clever accessories that make showering more  

comfortable and convenient.  

Learn more at KOHLER.com/Choreograph.
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The Choreograph™ shower wall and accessory 
collection embodies practical elegance with its 
beautifully understated designs and smart  
functionality. 

Sophisticated yet simple





Make your shower the focal point 
of your bathroom by pairing a  
patterned wall with a solid color.  
Pull in a lighter color from the 
pattern for the perfect match. 

DESIGNTIP
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The stylish walls, clever accessories  

and convenient storage options of the  

Choreograph collection bring smart  

sophistication to any showering space.   

Choreograph products shown:

| 60" x 96" wall panel in VeinCut Sandbar K-97604-W09

| 36" x 96" wall panel in Sandbar K-97601-G9 

| 96" corner joint K-97635-BNK 

| 96" edge trim K-97638-BNK 

| 14" floating shelf K-97622-BNK 

| 21" floating shelf K-97623-BNK 

|  54" shower barre K-97628-BNK 

To complete your shower, consider the Levity®  
60" sliding shower door K-706013-L-NX. 

The shower barre  
provides a clean look  
while giving you the  
flexibility to organize  
your space around  
your needs.
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The 26⅝"-high shower stool 
provides a comfortable height 
to carry out daily grooming 
tasks in and out of the shower.

DESIGNTIP
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1 | 60" x 96" Wall Panel in VeinCut Sandbar K-97604-W09

2 | 36" x 96" Wall Panel in Sandbar K-97601-G9 

3 | 96" Corner Joint K-97635-BNK 

4 | 14" Floating Shelf K-97622-BNK 

5 | 21" Floating Shelf K-97623-BNK 

6 | Purist® Showerhead K-939-BN 
 Showerarm and Flange K-7397-BN 

 7 |  Bellwether® Shower Base K-9163-G9  
Bellwether Drain Cover K-9156-NX

  8 |  Contemporary Round 10" Rainhead K-13689-BN 
6" Ceiling-Mount Showerarm K-7394-BN 

 9 |  DTV Prompt® Digital Shower Interface K-527-7

10 | Freestanding Shower Stool K-97632-0

11 | 54" Shower Barre  K-97628-BNK 

Get this look
Sophisticated yet simple

8

Other KOHLER® products shown on previous page: Sunstruck® Oval Freestanding Bath K-6368-96, Jute™ 36" Wall-Mount  
Vanity K-99543-R-1WK, Ceramic/Impressions™ Vanity-Top Sink K-2781-8-96, Jute Bar Pull K-99688-HF2, Verdera® 15"  
Medicine Cabinet  K-99000-NA, Verdera Wood Side Kit K-99675-1WK, Stillness® Bath Spout K-956-BN, Stillness Lever  
Handle Trim K-T955-4-BN, Stillness Widespread Sink Faucet  K-942-4-BN, Stillness Towel Ring K-14456-BN, Stillness  
Robe Hook K-14458-BN, Purist® Sconces K-14483-BN 
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Primary Bath

Consider adding Stix accent panels for a subtle textural 
quality that will elevate the room’s sophistication. 

The 21" floating  
shower shelf features  
an integrated slot to  
hang and dry towels  
and is set off the wall  
for easy water drainage.

Choreograph products shown: 

|  60" x 32" x 72" wall kit in Dune K-97618-NY

| Stix accent panel in Sandbar K-97610-T04-G9

| 96" seam joint K-97636-BNK

| 96" corner joint K-97635-G9

| 21" floating shower shelf K-97623-BNK

Add Choreograph™ wall  
panels as a tub surround  
to complete the look of  
your bath. 

DESIGNTIP
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Guest Bath

  

Choreograph products shown: 

|  48" x 36" x 96" Brick wall kit in Dune K-97614-T01-NY

| 24" shower barre K-97625-BNK

| Teak tray K-97629-NA

|  Shower hook K-97624-BNK

To complete your shower, consider the Lattis® pivot shower  
door with sliding steam transom K-705809-L-NX

Brick is a modern spin on classic subway tile. It creates a 
bold metropolitan statement while the color-matched joints 
blend with the walls for a seamless look. 

The factory-molded  
edge of the walls gives  
you a finished look  
with any installation. 
However, you can add 
trim to help customize 
your look and feel. 
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You don’t have to make do with a shower  
cluttered with shampoo and conditioner  
bottles, razors, loofas and the kids’ bath toys. 

The Choreograph™ collection can create an  
organized shower for even the busiest family.   

Organization made easy





Primary Bath
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This modern spin on classic  
subway tile gives any space a 
clean look while the integrated 
Shower Locker® storage keeps 
your space clean and organized. 

DESIGNTIP
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The average family shower has between  

15 and 20 products. Our Shower Locker®  

storage can accommodate them all—keeping  

the space clean and organized. 

Choreograph products shown: 

|  60" x 36" x 96" Brick wall kit in White K-97616-T01-0 

| 14" Shower Locker storage K-97631-0

|  36" shower barre K-97626-SHP

| Teak tray K-97629-NA

| Shower hook K-97624-SHP

To complete your shower, consider the Levity® sliding  
shower door with towel bars K-706015-L-SH.

The adjustable shower 
basket gives you extra 
storage in the shower  
for odds and ends.
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Get this look
Organization made easy

Other KOHLER® products shown: Levity® Sliding Shower Door with Towel Bars K-706015-L-SHP, Jacquard™ 60" Vanity  
K-99511-TK-1WC, Jacquard Ring Pull K-99685-HF1, Solid/Expressions™ Vanity Top K-5433-S33, Whist® Under-Mount  
Sink K-2741-B11, Purist Single-Handle Sink Faucet K-14402-4A-CP, Verdera® Medicine Cabinet K-99002-NA

//19Choreograph™ Shower Wall & Accessory Collection

KOHLER.com/Choreograph

1 |  60" x 36" x 96" Brick Wall Kit in White K-97616-T01-0 
Includes three walls and two color-matched corner joints

2 | 96" Seam Joint K-97636-0

3 | Shower Hook K-97624-SHP

4 | Purist® Bath Spout K-14426-CP

5 | Teak Tray K-97629-NA

6 |  HydroRail®-H Bath/Shower Column K-45903-CP 
MasterShower® Shower Hose K-9514-CP  
Awaken® B110 2.0 GPM Handshower K-72421-CP

  

 7 | Bellwether® 60" x 30" Bath K-837-0

  8 |  Purist Rite-Temp® Pressure-Balancing  
Valve Trim with Diverter K-T14501-4-CP 

 9 |  36" Shower Barre K-97626-SHP

10 | 14" Shower Locker® Storage K-97631-0
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Master Bath

Choosing a natural-patterned wall in a cool color is a  
great way to lend sophistication to the space while  
keeping it simple and inviting. 

Shower Locker shelves  
provide storage that blends 
into the space while  
organizing your shower.   Choreograph™ products shown: 

|  48" x 36" x 96" wall kit in CrossCut Dune K-97614-W10

| 96" seam joint K-97636-NY

| 14" Shower Locker® storage K-97631-NY

| Shower hook K-97624-SHP

To complete your shower, consider the Revel™ sliding  
shower door K-707106-L-SHP.
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Guest Bath

Get the look you want by adding accent panels  
to the top, middle or bottom of the shower wall. 

Install the floating shower shelves 
either inside or outside the shower to 
open up more storage possibilities.

| 14" Floating shower shelf K-97622-SHP

| 21" Floating shower shelf K-97623-SHP

Choreograph products shown: 

|  42" x 42" x 96" wall kit in White K-97613-0 

|  Hex accent panel in Ice™ Grey K-97610-T03-95

| 96" corner joint K-97635-95

| 96" seam joint K-97636-95

| 96" edge trim K-97638-95

| 36" shower barre K-97626-SHP

| Teak tray K-97629-NA

To complete your shower, consider the Purist® pivot 
shower door K-705703-L-SHP.

Upgrade your shower design by 
adding different colors of joints 
or trim.

DESIGNTIP
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The Choreograph™ shower wall and accessory 

collection makes it easy to stay vital and vibrant 

with accessories in the shower that support your 

well-being and are smart and stylish.  

Vibrant living





Master Bath
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Create a standout shower 
with patterned walls and bold 
Oil-Rubbed Bronze accents 
and faucetry. Effortless,  
spa-like warmth.

DESIGNTIP
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Smart and stylish, the Choreograph  

collection makes it easier than ever  

to create a shower that caters to  

your needs, your style and your life. 

Choreograph products shown: 

|  48" x 36" x 96" wall kit in VeinCut Biscuit K-97614-W08

| 96" corner joint K-97635-ABZ 

| 96" seam joint K-97636-ABZ 

| 96" edge trim K-97638-ABZ 

| 40" shower barre K-97627-ABZ †

| 24" shower barre K-97625-ABZ †

| Teak tray K-97629-NA

| 9" Shower Locker® storage K-97630-96

To complete your shower, consider the Revel™  
pivot shower door K-707556-L-ABZ .

 †   For products displaying this symbol, check with your 
customer service agent for availability.   
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Consider adding an in-wall 
Shower Locker® storage  
that blends into your  
showering space. 

DESIGNTIP
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1 |  48" x 36" x 96" Wall Kit in VeinCut Biscuit K-97614-W08 
Includes three walls and two color-matched corner joints

2 | 96" Corner Joint K-97635-ABZ

3 | 96" Seam Joint K-97636-ABZ

4 | 96" Edge Trim K-97638-ABZ

5 |  Artifacts® 2.0 GPM Handshower K-72776-2BZ  
Shower Hose K-9514-2BZ 
Wall-Mount Handshower Holder and Supply Elbow  
K-72797-2BZ

6 | Archer® 48" x 36" Shower Base K-9397-47

7 | Traditional Round 8" Rainhead K-13692-2BZ 
 6" Ceiling-Mount Showerarm K-7394-2BZ

  8 |  Artifacts 2.0 GPM Showerhead K-72774-2BZ 
Showerarm and Flange K-72775-2BZ

  9 | 24" Shower Barre K-97625-ABZ†

10 | 40" Shower Barre K-97627-ABZ†

11 |  Artifacts Rite-Temp Pressure-Balancing  
Valve Trim with Lever Handle K-T72767-4-2BZ

12 |  Artifacts Transfer Valve Trim  
with Lever Handle K-T72770-4-2BZ 

13 | 9" Shower Locker® Storage K-97630-96

Get this look
Vibrant living

Other KOHLER® products shown: Damask™ 48" Vanity K-99521-LG-1WE, Damask Cabinet Knob K-99686-HF3,  
Solid/Expressions™ Vanity Top K-5439-S34, Iron Plains® Drop-In Sink K-5400-47, Artifacts Widespread Sink Faucet  
with Column Spout and Lever Handles K-72760-2BZ / K-98068-4-2BZ, Archer® Freestanding BubbleMassage™ Air Bath 
K-2595-G-47, Artifacts Deck-Mount Bath Faucet with Arc Spout and Lever Handles K-72778-2BZ / K-T98071-4-2BZ,  
30" Medicine Cabinet K-CB-CLC3026FS-NA, Artifacts Towel Ring K-72571-2BZ 

1
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 †   For products displaying this symbol, check with your customer service agent for availability.   
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Primary Bath

The shower barre is one of the collection’s most versatile 
accessories. Use it for stretching, stability or storage. 

Adding the teak tray  
to the shower barre  
is a convenient way  
to store the products  
you use every day. 

Choreograph™ products shown: 

|  60" x 36" x 72" wall kit in Biscuit K-97619-96

| Linen accent panel in Biscuit K-97610-T05-96

| 72" seam joint K-97736-96 

| 96" edge trim K-97638-96

| 54" shower barre K-97628-ABZ†

| Teak tray K-97629-NA

Consider extending the walls 
beyond the bath or shower 
base for a clean, coordinated 
look throughout the space. 

DESIGNTIP

 †   For products displaying this symbol, check with your customer service  
agent for availability.   
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Guest Bath

The Shower Locker® unit provides personal storage  
that discreetly blends into the environment for a clean,  
organized space. 

The convenient  
integrated foot ledge 
makes it easier to 
shave or wash  
your feet. 

Choreograph products shown: 

| 36" x 36" x 96"  Cord wall kit in Biscuit K-97611-T02-96 

| 96" seam joint K-97636-96

| 96" edge trim K-97638-96

| 9" Shower Locker storage K-97630-96

To complete your shower, consider the Revel™  
pivot shower door K-707516-L-ABZ.
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Choreograph at a glance
The Choreograph shower wall and accessory collection  
is a comprehensive shower system that allows you to  
create a shower designed around your individual needs. 

The shower walls come in a range of colors, patterns and 
textures to match your style. The walls were designed for 
easy installation. They fit standard showers, and they can 
easily accommodate custom spaces. Choreograph walls 
are manufactured from Serica™, a proprietary composite 
material, designed to be durable with a matte finish that 
suits any decor.  

The accessories of the collection were designed to  
be placed anywhere in the shower to better help you  
personalize and organize your space. With Choreograph, 
there is a place for everything and everything has a place.  

In the Choreograph collection, both the walls and  
accessories can work separately, but they are designed  
to work together for a complete showering experience.  

Learn more at KOHLER.com/Choreograph. 

Shower Locker® storage shown is installed using  
seam joints. 
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43

Choose your 
joints and trim

Choose your  
accessories

2

Choose your  
wall color and design

1

Choose your  
wall type and size

How it works
The Choreograph shower wall and accessory collection lets 
you personalize your shower with beautiful wall designs, 
convenient accessories and clever storage solutions. Let us 
take you through the selection process, detailing how you 
can turn your shower into the clean and organized space 
you have always wanted.   

Choreograph your shower in four steps

     Choose your shower type and size

     Choose your wall color and design

     Choose your accessories

     Choose your joints and trim

Use the charts on the following pages to help you  
select everything you need, or visit us online at  
KOHLER.com/Choreograph for more information. 

Complete your shower by choosing components from a  
wide range of KOHLER® products at us.KOHLER.com.

1

2

3

4
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Wall sizing and material index

Smooth Designs Textured Designs
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Wall Kits – Width x Depth x Height

36" x 36" x 96" K-97611 • • • •

42" x 36" x 96" K-97612 • •

42" x 42" x 96" K-97613 • •

48" x 36" x 96" K-97614 • •

60" x 32" x 96" K-97615 • •

60" x 36" x 96" K-97616 • • • •

60" x 42" x 96" K-97617 • •

60" x 32" x 72" K-97618 • •

60" x 36" x 72" K-97619 • •

60" x 42" x 72" K-97620 • •

Wall Panels – Width x Height

32" x 72" K-97605 • •

36" x 72" K-97606 • •

42" x 72" K-97607 • •

60" x 72" K-97608 • •

32" x 96" K-97600 • •

36" x 96" K-97601 • • • •

42" x 96" K-97602 • •

48" x 96" K-97603 • •

60" x 96" K-97604 • • • •

Accent Panels – Width x Height

60" x 28" K-97610 • • •

Wall Panel – Solids

White (0) Dune (NY) Biscuit (96) Almond (47) Ice™ Grey (95) Sandbar (G9)

Wall Panel – Naturals

VeinCut Dune 
(W07)

VeinCut Biscuit 
(W08)

VeinCut Sandbar 
(W09)

CrossCut Dune 
(W10)

CrossCut Biscuit 
(W11)
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Wall Panel – Brick

White (T01-0) Dune (T01-NY) Biscuit (T01-96) Almond (T01-47) Ice™ Grey (T01-95) Sandbar (T01-G9)

Wall Panel – Cord

White (T02-0) Dune (T02-NY) Biscuit (T02-96) Almond (T02-47) Ice Grey (T02-95) Sandbar (T02-G9)

Accent Panel – Hex

White (T03-0) Dune (T03-NY) Biscuit (T03-96) Almond (T03-47) Ice Grey (T03-95) Sandbar (T03-G9)

Accent Panel – Stix

White (T04-0) Dune (T04-NY) Biscuit (T04-96) Almond (T04-47) Ice Grey (T04-95) Sandbar (T04-G9)

Accent Panel – Linen

Dune (T05-NY) Biscuit (T05-96) Almond (T05-47) Ice Grey (T05-95) Sandbar (T05-G9)
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Accessories, joints & trim index
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Accessories

7" Floating Shelf K-97621 • • •

14" Floating Shelf K-97622 • • •

21" Floating Shelf K-97623 • • •

Shower Hook K-97624 • • •

24" Shower Barre K-97625 • • • †

36" Shower Barre K-97626 • • • †

40" Shower Barre K-97627 • • • †

54" Shower Barre K-97628 • • • †

Teak Tray K-97629 •

9" Shower Locker Storage K-97630 • • • • • •

14" Shower Locker Storage K-97631 • • • • • •

Freestanding Shower Stool K-97632 •

Joints & Trim (set of 2)

72" Corner Joints K-97735 • • • • • • • • •

72" Seam Joints K-97736 • • • • • • • • •

72" Edge Trim K-97738 • • • • • • • • •

96" Corner Joints K-97635 • • • • • • • • •

96" Seam Joints K-97636 • • • • • • • • •

96" Edge Trim K-97638 • • • • • • • • •

72" & 96" Corner joints 72" & 96" Edge trim 72" & 96" Seam joints

The floating shower shelves, hook and freestanding shower stool may be used inside or outside the shower space.
†For products displaying this symbol, check with your customer service agent for availability. 

Note: Joints and trim ship as a set of two
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Glossary of terms

Accent Panel
An accent panel is a 60" x 28" panel  

intended to provide customized  

configurations and design flexibility  

when paired with wall panels.

Natural Pattern Variation 
The unique and intricate patterns of  

real stone inspired our natural patterns  

(VeinCut and CrossCut); therefore,  

variations in these patterns are normal.

Serica™ Material
Serica is Kohler’s proprietary composite  

material, engineered to the highest standards  

of performance for long-lasting beauty. Using 

more than 30 years of compression molding  

experience, Kohler has reinvented the process 

of making composite material with its launch 

of Serica. It precisely combines the optimal 

amount of crushed stone with fiber strand 

reinforcement, under extreme pressure, to 

create unparalleled durability and aesthetic 

beauty. Serica material provides enduring 

strength and timeless design aesthetics  

for the showering environment.

Wall Kit
A wall kit includes three walls, one  

back wall and two end walls, of the  

same design and color. The wall kit  

also includes two corner joints of the  

same color as the walls.

Wall Panel
A wall panel is a single wall that comes  

in five widths (32", 36", 42", 48" and 60")  

and two heights (72" and 96"). Wall panels 

also come with factory-molded edges on  

all four sides and are field-trimmable.
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Complete the room

Finish the look of the room with KOHLER®. From doors to shower bases to faucets  
and so much more, the wide range of our award-winning designs and world-class  
products will give you the bathroom you’ve always wanted. 

Concise and easy to use, our full-line category books guide you through  
choosing products that are right for you and your home. View and download  
them at KOHLER.com/LiteratureStore. Or visit us at us.KOHLER.com for  
design inspiration and tips, help planning your space and a comprehensive  
look at KOHLER bathroom products.
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To learn more about the Choreograph™ shower wall  
and accessory collection, visit KOHLER.com/Choreograph.
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